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PRICE-SETTING STRATEGIES FOR PRODUCT INNOVATIONS IN THE
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ABSTRACT
This article analyses the research problem of price-setting strategies for product innovations in
the medtech industry. It is based on the conceptual framework of price-setting practices,
strategies, and models. A multiple case study research is then performed on six medical
technology companies, focusing on how they set their initial product price for a new
technology solution to either existing medical conditions or technology limitations. The
research results show that medtech companies opt for competition-informed price practices
and buy pricing models. The pricing strategies vary between skimming and market-based
pricing strategies. Price innovations are limited due to regulation and financial considerations.
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INTRODUCTION
Price-setting for any new product is crucial in determining its future in the market. After years of
research and development (R&D), product design, testing, market research and marketing, the first real
interaction a product has with the customer is through its price. It is not the idea of how its utility will
benefit the customer nor the vision and excitement given about how things will change. Those are
unrealized expectations preserved until after the customer has ownership. The price is the real, hard
currency promise of what this product will mean to the customer.
There is a great need for all companies to understand and optimize their pricing strategy. Price-setting
determines a company’s profit margin as well as market share; the ease in making sales or the difficulty
in gaining adoption. It is perceived as a profit opportunity invitation to future competition and a
territorial grab to existing competitors. Marn and Rosiello (1992) studied the economic parameters of
2,463 companies and found that a 1% improvement in price yielded an 11.1% improvement in
operating profit, all else being equal. This compared dramatically high as compared to a 1%
improvement in either the variable costs, sales volume, or fixed costs, which yielded operating profit
gains of 7.8%, 3.3%, and 2.3%, respectively.
With the possibility of any product or industry to focus on, this paper has chosen the medical
technology (medtech) industry. This focus has been chosen because of the amount of money spent on
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R&D investment, the rapid advancements made in recent years, the growing worldwide demand in
advanced medtech products, and the absence of existing research. Further, medtech products often
consist of physical products, consumables, and services, the combination of which increases the pricing
complexity.
Medtech companies are providing cutting-edge technologies to patients, hospitals, and care providers
around the world. It would appear that as the world becomes more interconnected toward a single
common marketplace, the faster the rate of technological development becomes. With an increasing
rate of technological development at the same time as larger customer exposure, greater necessity is
placed on a medtech company entering new markets with the correct marketing and pricing strategies.
The purpose of this study is to identify various international pricing strategies and models used in real
world companies. From this selection, comparison can be made of their relative strengths and proper
implementation. The problem in this research is that international pricing decisions are more complex
than domestic, frequently incurring currency value swings, differing inflationary pressures and
difficulty in having production facilities in different markets, which leads to frequent price reviews
(Hollensen, 2014).
This study has been performed in part by the call for research from Ingenbleek, Frambach, and
Verhallen (2013). In their paper they call for further research on existing pricing processes with the
intent of applying them toward optimal application for new product development. Thereto, it is
suggested to address this need through qualitative research methods such as multiple case study
research.

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Successful price-setting strategies and models can be derived from a large number of literature sources
centered on either the conceptual derivation or empirical results. However, sources of failure risk are
often more easily learned from case studies found in literature research. In short, the success and failure
risk factors relevant to bringing a new product to market can be generalized as originating from either
the product, company, competition, customer, international market complexity, or new sub-industry
oriented focus. Evidence for each of these focuses is found in a selection of recently published literature.
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Table A2: Definition of price-setting practices, strategies, and pricing models used (e.g. Hollensen,
2014; Ingenbleek, Frambach & Verhallen, 2013)
Product-Oriented
Product expectation from customers of a new product’s performance should be adequately met by
appropriate price-setting strategies. Proper pricing leads to a balance between the product’s usefulness
and the expectations placed on it from consumers. Ingenbleek et al. (2013) find that inappropriate
selection of price-setting practices can counter the positive advantages of new product development. By
pricing a product high, customers will have high initial expectations for quality, durability, application,
and ease of use, among others, which the product must fulfill. Customer opinion may begin to
undervalue the benefit it brings by comparing it with the standards applied to other products at similar
prices. Undervaluing a product decreases the consumer confidence in performance and durability, as
well as pride of ownership. The consumer is only content when the balance between cost and benefit is
met. This selection of a pricing strategy is therefore dependent on the relative level of product
advantage, intensity of competition, and relative product costs. This multiple case study research uses
the theoretical framework of Ingenbleek et al. (2013) to analyze the pricing strategies of medtech
companies.
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Specifically, for a new product entering an existing market or creating a new market, value-informed
pricing strategy provides the greatest support for a product’s pricing strategy. After this, competitioninformed pricing adds substantially in situations where competitive intensity is low, whereas costinformed pricing helps when competitive intensity is high. Likewise, managers pursuing a profit
margin objective should express the advantage of their product, thus using value-informed pricing
while avoiding cost-informed pricing. In total, Marn, Roegner, and Zawada (2003) estimate 80-90% of
new products brought to market are priced too low, and consequently reach a smaller market size and
level of profitability than is possible. This has significant negative effects on the company’s revenue
stream by decreasing short-term profit as well as long-term customer confidence and loyalty (Lowe and
Alpert, 2010).
Lowe and Alpert (2010) identified a clear causal effect for the pioneer's price-setting decisions on
product price and value perceptions, whereas a follower company's product price seemed to influence
perceptions of the follower, not the pioneer. These findings imply that reference price is brand specific,
and that the pioneer, due to its proto-typicality, has a stronger influence on reference price perceptions
than the follower. However, these effects were stronger for the more innovative product categories
being examined.
Online distribution channels greatly increase price transparency, which leads to reduced price
differentials between countries and a global standardization of prices (Gorodnichenko and Talavera,
2016). Prices in online markets have been found to change faster than in traditional stores, including a
higher pass-through of exchange rate fluctuations. These changes depend on the products and on
market conditions such as level of competition.
Specifically, for medical devices, the clinical trial procedure is found to be the best way to estimate a
product’s cost effectiveness for future customers (Kirisits and Redekop, 2013). These trials are able to
reach a broad and diverse range of potential customers with varying levels of severity of the condition
being targeted by the new product. From these trials, the performance of the device and degree of
benefit can be identified and weighed against its ease of use and any potential harms. The degree of
rigor and completeness to these clinical trials is the best way to forecast its acceptance by the public.
Company-Oriented
When a firm develops a high-technology product filling a small market niche, its full potential needs to
be quickly exploited in order to generate sufficient revenue needed to cover its R&D costs, to finance
growth, and to offer competitive prices (Neubert, 2015; Trudgen and Freeman, 2014). Therefore,
significant product growth is necessary, as well as creating and completing the product’s distribution
path to the public. Proper relationships with the company’s supply chain as well as distributors,
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import/exporters, and retailers is critical as the performance of one company will depend on the
performance of the entire chain (Wei and Zhao, 2014).
Luostarinen and Gabrielsson (2006) studied 89 companies in Finland who became international within
their first three years, and thusly named born global companies (Neubert, 2015). They found that these
companies often bypassed cost-informed pricing (setting a product’s price floor) by choosing belowcost pricing for their first international customer, and thereafter applying value-added pricing based on
the benefits brought to its customers. This method was found to be hugely beneficial to the company
creating the product in terms of creating the first international partnership, acquiring initial market
share, and finding a more optimal partnership that conveyed confidence in customers not already
familiar with the manufacturing company. This brings compounded returns in the form of additional
business being brought-in more easily.
Even before focusing on the product and customers, the best qualities of successful lean start-up
companies have been identified as controlling overhead costs and to automate as many of the company
procedures as possible (Grohn et al, 2015). These actions are often indicative of proper cost-control
efforts set by the management, and a focus on the bottom line. Examples of such efforts include the
purchase of used equipment, or to negotiate with vendors and suppliers after a more thorough market
research of asking prices.
Competition-Oriented
Knowledge of the pricing strategies, product development, and marketing practices of a company’s
competitors leads to greater positioning of a company within the overall market. Success of any
product originates from one or more advantages that it has over other available product options.
Kuznetsova and Roud (2014) performed an industry survey among Russian manufacturing firms to
rate their relative company advantages as compared to their competitors. From the results, they found
that the highest perceived advantage of the survey respondents’ companies was product quality over
their competitors, with 76% of respondents believing in their own company produced products at
higher quality as compared to 17% of respondents believing in their competitor’s product quality
advantage. The next largest discrepancy in perspectives was of fast, on-time delivery, in that 43%
believed their company had the advantage as compared to 9% giving advantage to their competitors.
Roughly 6% of respondents believed that their company possessed no competitive advantages at all,
whereas 30% believed that the competitors possessed no advantages. The survey results showed
roughly even match between the respondents’ company and its competitors in the categories of price,
cutting-edge products, adaptation to consumer needs, and service.
Placement of one product helps the product and company succeed in the short-term. However, longterm planning and investment in product improvements and further technological advancement is
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vital in assuring continual benefit from the product line. Copeland and Shapiro (2015) found that
continual and significant innovation increases the competitive advantage of a product, thus leading to
higher prices for the innovator. The constant reworking and renewal of a product’s strengths,
capacities, and features creates a moving barrier to entry for competitors. Likewise, slower rates of
innovation make the retail market more competitive, leading to decreasing company markups and
profits.
Customer-Oriented
No greater entity exists for the protection of customers’ best interests than the multitude of government
sponsored healthcare programs around the world, and assuring patient safety as well as cost control
from healthcare providers are the top two priorities. Specifically relating to overall cost, Gobbi and
Hsuan (2015) determined that nearly 65% of the public sector in the US medical industry used
collaborative purchasing (CP) power in 1995 to reduce the price of complex medical equipment
purchases. They found that purchase of said equipment equates to the largest portion of total
expenditure in the realm of healthcare. Because the healthcare providers (predominantly hospitals)
have strikingly similar requirements of the machines, equipment, and devices purchased, the potential
for CP to decrease overall costs is high. Proper purpose and functionality for the customer must be
addressed in order to gain customer adoption of a new technology, as more often than not the needs of
customers create the product opportunities for companies. Specifically, for medtech companies, aging
demographics and increasing availability to modern medicine for most of the world have created
significant growth opportunities. For example, the leading healthcare demands within the United
States include decreasing costs, patient safety, personalized care, and advanced cancer research
(Deloitte, 2016). Compare that with the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) states where healthcare
concerns stem from the region’s increasing population, which include lifestyle diseases (including
ischemic heart disease, stroke, type 2 diabetes and obesity), high incidence of road traffic accidents, and
consanguinity (Howard, 2014).
Other countries have made medical tourism a primary focus for the growth of their economy. Such
countries as Thailand, Singapore, India, Jordan, Turkey, and the United Arab Emirates have each
incurred rapid growth in their healthcare infrastructure in order to satisfy their growing domestic
markets as well as attract the international patients (Ebrahim and Ganguli, 2017). These countries aim
to benefit from increased demand for the healthcare products and services beyond the level of domestic
demand. This effectively causes the hospitals, retailers, and healthcare providers to increase their
customer base without the need for export/import concerns and costs.
Foreign Market Complexity Oriented
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International expansion of a company is a significant milestone in its global growth and capture of
market share. Yet for many companies this step proves to be a substantial inhibitor to smooth progress.
The benefits of an increase in potential customer base are offset by increased costs burdened by
consumers, additional governmental regulation and safety controls, cultural or language difficulties,
and increased competition. This market adaptation includes a revision of pricing decisions (Neubert,
2016b).
Therefore, entry into a foreign market is only possible after extensive analysis of the market factors and
competition (Neubert, 2013). Pricing decisions require regular reviews and structured decision-making
processes in order to prepare for and mitigate disturbances caused by changes in foreign competition,
currency exchange fluctuation, and inflationary pressures (Snieskiene and Cibinskiene, 2015). Thereto,
exporting companies have been found to experience greater rate of success depending on the
relationship and partnerships formed with importers (Obadia and Stöttinger, 2015). Exporters can
increase the performance of their importers through their pricing strategies, especially by allowing
higher margins or other incentive schemes. In response, importers then invest in the products where
they can expect the best results, predominantly based on the marketability and the price margin.
Creation of a new product market or niche comes with the significant advantage in that high-tech firms
have a high price-setting power to set the reference price for their new product categories. New niche
creation has historically come with roughly one to two years of market control before competitor
companies can technologically catch up (Lowe and Alpert, 2010). This advantage is substantially
decreased in foreign markets that don’t enforce patent protection. Geng and Saggi (2015) analyzed
pricing strategies of patented (e.g. pharmaceutical) products sold into markets without patent
protection, and found that local competition was quickly generated. Such presence led to price
competition for market share, meaning lower mark-ups and profitability.

RESEARCH METHOD
A multiple case study research method shall be used in order to best compare and contrast existing
pricing strategies used by medtech companies. This study uses a multiple case study research design to
answer the explanatory (why and how) research questions (Yin, 2014). According to Hennart (2013), a
qualitative comparative case study research would help to answer the research question. In contrast to
an experimental design or a survey, a multiple case study has more flexibility (Stake, 1995), allows an
in-depth analysis of a complex research problem within a highly contextualized environment
(Rosenberg and Yates, 2007), and a comparison between different cases (Baxter and Jack, 2008;
Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007).
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The medical industry in general is a very difficult but interesting industry to identify pricing strategies,
particularly within the United States and other countries with large governmental healthcare payer
systems. In most countries within the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) the majority of prices for medical services, equipment and prescription drugs are fixed, or set
in reference to these government-established reference prices (Brandt, 2013). In the US, it is commonly
known as the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) billing rates. Therefore, the new
medtech companies are principally targeting technology innovations not currently outlined in these
governmental payer systems.

SAMPLING
The choice of the sampling strategy is based on the purpose of this study. This study uses a purposive
case selection strategy (Seawright and Gerring, 2008), because it produces a representative sample with
typical (Gerring, 2006) and successful examples of the total population. According to Yin (2014), this
sampling strategy produces a statistically representative sample, if at least six to ten cases are selected.
This study uses a sample size of six case study firms to allow a better triangulation of data and to
strengthen the results of the whole study.
The six case study firms, EnteroMedics, Alphatec Spine, Inogen, Skyline Medical, GE Healthcare, and
Intuitive Surgical, are born-global firms using the global exporter business model (Neubert, 2016a).
These companies are all publicly traded companies (5 on NASDAQ, GE on NYSE), with market
capitalization ranging in size from $8 million to $260 billion. Five of the six companies specialize
uniquely within the medical equipment and supplies industry, while GE is a multinational
conglomerate with exposure in a broad range of industries. This sample was determined sufficient for
the study due to the breadth of pricing strategies and models identified between them.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The statement of the research problem has led to the following two research questions:
1.

What pricing strategies and models are currently being implemented in the medtech
industry?

2.

Where are the observed differences and benefits between the pricing strategies and
models?

RESEARCH FINDINGS
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Through researching dozens of companies, it was found that a company cannot state outright its
pricing strategy. This is firstly because the terms and definitions of pricing strategies and models are in
no way standardized, and secondly because in doing so a company may substantially weaken its
market position and brand quality, inviting in new competitors. Therefore, inferences must be made as
to why and how a company chose its pricing models. In order to make such inferences, enough
detailed information must be revealed about a company’s product line revenues and costs, thus leading
the research to focus on publicly listed companies on US stock exchanges.
Findings RQ 1: What pricing strategies and models are currently being implemented in the medtech industry?
The companies of EnteroMedics, Alphatec Spine, and Inogen were researched, each belonging to a
different specialty sector within the healthcare field. EnteroMedics manufactures its Maestro device
that uses its neuroblocking technology known as vBloc Therapy to treat obesity, metabolic diseases,
and other gastrointestinal disorders (EnteroMedics, 2016). Alphatec Spine manufactures a variety of
products for the surgical treatment of spine disorders (Alphatec Spine, 2017). Inogen specializes in the
design, manufacturing and marketing of portable oxygen concentrators for patients necessitating
oxygen therapy (Inogen, 2017).

Table 2: Price-setting practices, strategies, and models for the case study companies
The first finding is that each case study company bases their product pricing in the US on the CMS
billing rates (compare to table 2). By doing so, the prices are thus established by the US Medicaid
reimbursement rates, meaning a competition-informed price-setting practice. Therefore, the pricesetting strategy of all companies is that of market pricing. Each company additionally operates
primarily under the buy only pricing model, with Inogen mentioning the service segment of their
business generating significant revenue.
Skyline Medical is a company specializing in the collection and disposal of infectious fluids that result
from surgical procedures and post-operative care (Skyline Medical, 2017). Their principle focus is the
Streamway System, with features such as automated measurement of volumes, prevention of crosscontamination, and a tissue trap that allows for tissue retrieval. Disclosed in their 2015 annual report,
Skyline implies that their pricing strategy is one of penetration pricing, specifically singling-out their
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competitor Stryker Instrument’s comparable system and citing notable differences (Skyline Medical,
2016). The significant differences mentioned are a 33% savings in device purchase price, an industry
common installation process that can be performed by distributors, independent contractors, or
customer in-house engineering, as well as underpricing the disposable kit needed for each patient
operation by $1. Therefore, the pricing practice detailed in the report is that of competition-informed,
although undoubtedly an underlying degree of cost-informed practice evaluated to set their product
price floor. The company’s pricing model is dominantly through the sale of the Streamway units, with
the sale of non-reusable filters and cleaning solutions making up a smaller revenue component.
General Electric (GE) is a global conglomerate company with divisions in the aviation, power
generation, electricity distribution, healthcare, oil and gas, transportation, household appliances, and
financial industries (GE, 2016). In researching cutting-edge medtech technologies, the recent 3.0-tesla
(3T) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) machines developed at GE were identified as being cuttingedge technology in terms of their magnet strength, bore size, and quieter running status. However,
pricing information was discovered only through distributors and then only from contact with sales
associates. Consequently, a previous model, the 1.5-tesla (1.5T) LX MRI, was found with sufficient
pricing information.
Not only had the 1.5T machines been sold initially at higher prices only to be lowered in time with
increased competition from other companies and technologies, but sales were initially only available
through GE authorized dealers, later opening up to affiliates and then third party venders. From
uncovering the historical change in pricing as well as sales practices, it is evident that GE uses valueinformed price-setting practices to establish skimming price-setting strategies for its MRI products. GE
does offer both the sale and lease of its MRI units, although not all venders offer a leasing option.
Undoubtedly, GE must have developed this pricing strategy through years of experience in the
healthcare as well as other industries in order to maximize returns to the company.
The sixth and final case study included in this report is from Intuitive Surgical (Intuitive). They
manufacture the da Vinci Surgical System used in robotic surgeries, along with related instruments and
accessories (Intuitive, 2016). Being a young and ambitious medtech company listed publically, Intuitive
has disclosed the largest amount of pricing information found for this research. In their annual report,
Intuitive defines their business strategy priorities all in relation to value to its customers; patient,
surgeon, and hospital. With the customer in mind, Intuitive has focused their product technology and
further improvements on maximizing the value of the system for its customers, primarily through
conversion of standard open surgeries to be compatible with the da Vinci system, to better train
surgeons for a larger range of complex minimally invasive surgeries (MIS), and to develop procedures
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that could convert multiport laparoscopic surgeries into single port surgeries. In all, it is clear that
Intuitive employs a value-informed price-setting practice.
Intuitive lists the revenue streams in 2015 from the sale of its surgical systems, sales-type and operating
lease options, annual service plan, as well as the non-reusable or gradually degrading instruments and
accessories. An impressive 492 robotic systems were sold in 2015, yielding 30% of their annual profits,
with another 63 systems delivered to customers under lease terms, yielding less than 1% of profits. On
top of that were a combined total of 3,597 systems in use and covered under annual service contracts,
bringing in 19% of 2015 profits, but most substantially was the sale of non-reusable or replacement
instrument and accessories, equaling over 50% of the annual profits. From this information it is clear
that Intuitive primarily employs a buy and use pricing model, with a much smaller percent of clients
choosing the leasing option of a recurring pricing model.
Also in the annual report are the ranges of prices charged to its customers for the da Vinci Surgery
System, the annual service agreements, and the non-reusable or gradually degrading instruments and
accessories. The range values are not necessarily important, but the magnitude of the discounts given to
some customers is substantial. Sale of the da Vinci Surgery System ranges from $0.6 to $2.5 million
each, meaning some customers may receive up to a 76% discount. The annual service agreements range
in price from $80 to $170 thousand per year (up to 53% discount), and the instruments and accessories,
on a per-use basis, equate to a $700 to $3,200 per surgery cost (up to 78% discount). Calculating the
average cost for these three categories from the total number of sales, operational units, and procedures
in 2015 shows indication that the average price paid is roughly halfway between the maximum and
zero discount range. They describes their customer base as being primarily US-based (71% of revenue)
as well as being larger governmental hospital chains who the purchase the system in bulk, which
explains why significant discounts are being offered.
Intuitive also describes their competition in the industry as being the traditional MIS, open surgery,
interventional or pharmaceutical options. They describe their robotic option for surgery as an advanced
technology albeit with higher costs, that results in increased and quicker success rates. In all, due to the
high cost of the system and limited necessity for the limited specialized surgeries currently with
guidelines written for execution using the system, Intuitive is implementing a skimming price-setting
strategy with substantial price negotiation (discounting) with the customers.
Findings RQ 2: Where are the observed differences and benefits between the pricing strategies and models?
As seen in the six case study companies, the price-setting practices of competition-informed and valueinformed are the dominant ones implemented. Where they differ is when the new technologies are
applied to more patient-centered medical conditions (as is the case for EnteroMedics, Alphatec, Inogen,
and Skyline) or towards the hospital-centered medical devices (GE and Intuitive).
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The first three medtech products are addressing new higher technology solutions to existing patient
conditions, and therefore have pricing restricted by the US Medicare CMS reimbursement price listing,
or more generally a market pricing strategy. Bottom line profit for these companies is therefore most
strongly determined by total cost reduction to the customers plus decreasing their own operating costs
and expenses. Skyline’s product is not patient specific, and because of the company’s ambition towards
significant market share they have chosen to underprice the product, following a penetration pricing
strategy. Bottom line profit for them will come from effective marketing, product performance, and
market share growth. Both GE and Intuitive’s products are providing higher technology solutions to
hospital equipment limitations or competition amongst hospitals for patients needing specialized
procedures and tests, thus necessitating skimming price-setting strategies. Bottom line profit for them
will come in terms of relative advances their equipment technology has over competitors plus value
appeal to the surgeons and patients.
Within this case study selection, the first five companies primarily utilize the buy only pricing model as
a result of them all manufacturing machinery or equipment that generate the majority of their revenue,
with little to no additional instruments or accessories needed. The sixth company utilizes the buy and
use pricing model, thereby having significant revenue coming from both its surgery system and the
non-reusable components.

CONCLUSIONS
Through this six-company case study several advantages and disadvantages to the price-setting
practices, strategies, and models were found. In short, the price-setting practice will be determined
based on the customer being either single-use patients or large customer throughput hospitals, with the
focus being on finding the greatest value for the targeted customers. The price-setting strategy is
largely related to the price-setting practice, with modifications based on the relative newness of the
technology, level of competition, and trade-off between growth in market share or higher profit
margins. The pricing model is primarily dependent on the product delivery method and/or operation
by the customer, but with modifications possible based on product customization, relationship with the
customer, and specialized financing options.
Advantages in competition-informed price-setting practices plus market price-setting strategy include
assurance of a fair price along with associated market share, but the disadvantages include significant
competition and lower profit margins in order to grow market share. Advantages in value-informed
practices as well as the skimming price-setting strategy include higher profit margins leading to
quicker profitability while not growing your customer base faster than supply lines and infrastructure
needs, but with the disadvantage of lower market share with higher R&D and marketing costs.
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Advantages of cost-informed practices and the penetration price-setting strategy include setting a price
floor and gaining market share, whereas the disadvantages include lower profitability and potentially
setting a low reference price from which your customers will continue to demand low prices.
Advantages to the buy pricing model include the largest customer payments at the earliest time to
product delivery, which decreases the OEM’s financing requirements. The disadvantages to the buy
pricing model are that it is more financially intensive for customers, and if the technology advances
quick enough will leave customers feeling left behind or disappointed. The lease pricing model is a
favorable step for the customer, allowing additional payment options and thus an increased customer
base. Disadvantages for the OEM include delayed revenue streams and increased staff to track the
various accounts. Pay-per-use pricing models are not applicable for all healthcare device companies,
but when they are they bring additional revenue for the OEMs as well as a fairer pricing model
between customers who use the product more or less than others. Disadvantages include continual
inventory monitoring for both OEMs and customers.
No particular ranking of the price-setting practices, strategies and models can be made generically. A
specific product and target customer are to first be identified, working next to the price-setting.
However, it is noted that in general the larger and more successful companies have product lines with
price-setting practices and strategies that evolve with the product and industry age, and that contain
diverse pricing models to draw in the largest possible customer base.
Future study must include a larger amount of case study companies within the medtech industry,
expansion into other new technology industry segments, and could also incorporate the change in price
through a particular product’s life cycle.
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